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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (S), 

UDALGURI. 

 

 

 Present: ARPITA KAR, A.J.S. 

  SDJM(S), Udalguri. 

  

G.R.NO. 631/15 

U/S 323/354(B)IPC. 

 

STATE OF ASSAM 

Vs 

1. Sri Manjan Chouhan. 

  ......................Accused Person. 

           

    

Advocate Appeared:- 

For Prosecution: Smti. Nandira Narzary, A.P.P. 

For Defence: Sri N. Das, Sri M. Deka. 

 

Charges Framed on : 02.04.2018. 

Evidences recorded on: 05.10.2016, 02.11.2016, 08.08.2017,30.08.17. 

Arguments heard on: 02.04.2018. 

Judgment delivered on: 10.04.2018 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

1. Prosecution story in brief is that Smti. Seuti Chouhan lodged an 

FIR before the Kalaigaon P.S., alleging inter-alia that on 23.06.2015 at 

about 6.00 PM the accused restrained her on the road and scolded her 

using filthy language. He also assaulted her, tore her clothes and 

threatened to kill her. 

 

2. On receipt of the F.I.R., Kalaigaon P.S. Case No.121/15 was 

registered and investigated into. During investigation no seizures were 

made by the police. On completion of the investigation the I.O. has 

submitted FR in this case. 
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3. However the FR was not accepted and cognizance of offence U/S- 

323/354(B) was taken against the accused Manjan Chouhan.  

 

4. The defence Story is of total denial. On his appearance before the 

Court copies of relevant documents were furnished to him as per Sec. 207 

Cr.P.C. After hearing both sides and upon perusal of the CR and CD   

grounds for presuming that the accused have committed an offence triable 

U/S- 323/354(B) IPC were found and accordingly charges under the said 

section is framed against the accused. The particulars of the offence U/S 

323/354(B) I.P.C. were read over and explained to the accused to which he 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

 

5. During trail prosecution side examined 5 P.W.s. The examination of the 

accused U/S 313 Cr.P.C. is recorded. The accused denied adducing DW. 

 

6.  I heard arguments for both sides and also perused the case record.  

 

7. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

I. Whether on or about 23.06.2015 at about 6 P.M. the accused 

voluntarily assaulted Sewti Chouhan Causing hurt to her person? 

II. Whether on or about the same time. Day and place, the accused 

assaulted or used criminal force upon Sewti Chouhan with intent 

to disrobe her? 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:- 

8. P.W.1,Smti. Sewti Chouhan who is the informant of this case deposed 

that the she knows that accused and on the day of the occurrence she 

went to market for purchasing some goods. While she was coming out 

from the shop the accused stopped her on the road and started to assault 

her. The accused pulled her hair and slapped her. The accused also tore 

her clothes, touched her body and molested her in public. She somehow 

escaped and caught hold of one person and hid behind him. The accused 

brought a “dao” and tried to assault her but that person saved her from 

being stabbed but in turn the said person sustained some injuries. The 
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name of the said person is Guru Chandra Das. She informed the matter to 

police who sent her for medical treatment. The accused also filed a cross 

case against her. FIR is exhibited as Exbt-1 wherein exhibit 1(1) is her 

signature. 

In her cross examination she admitted that in her FIR it is not mentioned 

the accused came with a “ dao” and assaulted her and one Guru Ch. Das 

saved her. She deposed Lohar Das, Gorang Das were present at the place 

of the occurrence but she could not remember the other person who were 

present at the place of the occurrence. She denied the fact that she 

caused injury to the wife of the accused and filed a false case to save 

herself from that criminal case. She further deposed that she has given her 

torn clothes to the police but she does not know if the same were seized 

by the police or not.  

9. The P.W.1, has deposed that she was saved from the hand of the 

accused by one Guru Chandra Das and the said Guru Ch. Das deposed as 

PW2. He deposed that he saw the accused assaulting the PW1 with a 

“dao”. Other people were standing and watching the accused assaulting 

the victim. He was also watching the same for some time but when the 

accused tried to assault the victim with the “dao” he came forward and 

snatched away the “dao” from the accused. 

In his cross examination he deposed that beside him there were 5-10 

people at the place of the occurrence. He deposed that although he saved 

the victim and sent her but he did not see where the victim sustained 

injury. He denied the suggestion that he stated before the police that 

Seuti assaulted Kanan Chouhan, throw her on the ground and punched 

her and that he was not present at the place of the occurrence and has 

deposed falsely.  He deposed that police did not interrogate him. 

10. P.W.3, Sri Gaurang Das deposed that on the day of the occurrence he 

heard a “hullah’ and went to the place of the occurrence where he saw 

that Guru Das snatched a “dao” from the hand of the accused and 

hearing the “hullah’ other people also gathered at the spot. 

In his cross examination he has deposed that he has not seen the mar-pit 

or the accused assaulting. He only saw Guru Das snatching the “Dao” but 

he did not see anyone assaulting. 
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11. P.W.4, Sri Daneswar Deka deposed that he is the investigating officer of 

this case and after investigation he has submitted final report in this case.  

In his cross examination he has deposed, as the witnesses could not give 

any material against the accused and due to insufficient evidence he 

submitted the final report.  

12. P.W.5, Dr. Chandra Prasad Payeng deposed that on 26.03.15 he 

examined Seuti Chouhan and found tenderness and swelling over the 

chest and back side of her body. He opined that the injury was simple 

and caused by blunt object. Medical report is exhibited as exhibit. 2 

wherein exhibit 2(1) is the signature.  

In his cross examination he deposed that such injury may be sustained by 

a fall or hitting a pillar also. 

13. In view of the aforesaid discussions, it is seen that the P.W.1, who is the 

victim of this case alleged that the accused assaulted her and she was 

saved by one Guru Das from the hands of the accused. The said Guru 

Das deposed as P.W.2 and has fully corroborated the version of P.W.1 

and deposed that he saw the accused assaulting Cheuti Chouhan. He 

further deposed that he snatched the “dao” from the accused and P.W.3 

also deposed that he saw Guru Das snatching a “dao” from the hands of 

the accused, which shows that the version of P.W.2 is further 

corroborated by P.W.3. The medical officer of the case, P.W.5 deposed 

that he examine Sewti Chouhan and found tenderness and swelling over 

the chest and backside her body. The medical report which is exhibited as 

Exbt-2 shows that that the said victim was examined by him on 

23.06.2015 i.e. on the alleged day of occurrence and he opined that the 

injury was simple and caused by blunt object which goes to show that on 

the alleged day of occurrence the accused sustained some injuries which 

further gives credence to the prosecution story that the accused on the 

alleged day of occurrence assaulted the victim. Their veracity could not 

be shaken in the cross-examination also. Thus it is evident that all the 

witnesses have fully corroborated the fact that the accused Manjan 

Chouhan assaulted the victim Sewti Chouhan and caused hurt to her 

person.  

 

14. There is no dispute regarding the identity of the accused person, the place 

of occurrence and the date and time of the occurrence is also not found 
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questionable as per evidence of the witnesses. Ongoing through the entire 

evidence on record, no any inconsistent evidence is found to discard the 

prosecution evidence on the above point that the accused Manjan Chouhan 

assaulted the victim Sewti Chouhan and caused hurt to her person. 

 

15. However the P.W.1 has never uttered any word in her deposition alleging 

that the accused has ever tried to disrobe her by using criminal force. As 

such the accused cannot be booked U/S 354B I.P.C. 

 

16. Based on the aforesaid discussions I am of the considered opinion that 

the prosecution side has succeeded to prove the case U/S 323 IPC 

against the accused person for voluntarily causing hurt to Smti. Sewti 

Chouhan. The prosecution side has failed to prove the case against the 

said accused U/S 354 B IPC. Accordingly, the accused Sri Manjan 

Chouhanis hold guilty for offence U/S 323 IPC and is convicted for the 

same. Sri Manjan Chouhan is acquitted from other charges of this case 

U/S 354B IPC.                 

 

17. Considering that the accused person assaulted a lady resulting pain and 

suffering, I am not inclined to give the benefit of any provisions of 

Probation of Offenders Act to the accused person. 

 

18. Heard the accused person on the point of sentence. He pleaded 

innocence. The accused submitted that he has been attending the court 

regularly and has already suffered pain by attending the court regularly.  

 

19. I have considered the aggravating as well as the mitigating factors of the 

instant case and the submissions by the accused before sentencing the 

accused. On considering the entire matter, the accused Sri Manjan 

Chouhan is sentenced to pay a fine of  Rs. 500/-  ( Rupees five hundred) 

for the offence of Sec 323 I.P.C. In default to pay the fine amount, the 

accused shall undergo Simple Imprisonment for 1 (One) month. 
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20. Furnish a free copy of the judgment U/S 363 Cr.PC to the convicted 

accused person immediately. 

 

21. The accused is directed to furnish fresh bail bonds as per sec 437A 

Cr.P.C. and until the submission of the fresh bail bonds the previous bail 

bonds executed by the accused and the sureties shall remain in force. 

 

22. Judgment is pronounced in open court. Case is disposed on contest. 

 

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 10thday of April, 

2018 at  Udalguri. 

   

 

 

 

 

     Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S), 

     Udalguri. 
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A P P E N D I X 

 

1. Prosecution Witnesses:- 

    P.W.1: Smti. Cheuti Chouhan. 

    P.W.2: Sri Guru Ch. Das. 

    P.W.3: Sri Gaurang Das. 

    P.W.4: Sri Daneswar Deka. 

    P.W.5: Dr. Chandra Prasad Payeng. 

 

 

 2.  PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:- 

Exbt.1: FIR. 

Ext.2.:Medical report. 

 

3. DEFENCE WITNESSES:- 

NONE. 

4. DEFENCE EXHIBITS :- 

 

       NONE. 

 

 

     Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S), 

     Udalguri. 


